
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. What does the Syriac word Edta means? 

Church. 

 

2. According to East Syriac Sources, which are the Thaksas used for Qudasha of Madbaha? 

Qudasha of Madbaha with Mesh'ha (oil) and Qudasha of Madbaha without oil. 

 

3. Who is the consecrator of Madbaha with Oil? 

The Methran. 

 

4. Who is the consecrator of Madbaha without Oil? 

The Methran or any Kashisha. 

 

5. Which is the Oil used for Qudasha of Madbaha? 

Oil blessed by the Methran, and not the Horn of Oil which is of Apostolic origin. 

 

6. How does the Qudasha of Madbaha commences? 

It commences with the procession from Bes M'shamshana to Madbaha. 

 

7. How does the Qudasha of Madbaha with Mesh'ha ends? 

It ends with vesting the Madbaha with Lebusha d'Madbaha (Vestment of Madbaha) 

 

8. Who is the Consecrator of Dappa with Mesh'ha? 

The Methran. 

 

9. Who says that "Madbaha or a Church is neither Heaven nor Earth; but Heaven on Earth."? 

Mar Giwargis of Arbela. 

 

10. What does Mar Afrahath says about Liturgical Space? 
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For it is like a building that is built up of many pieces of workmanship and so it's edifice rises 

to the top. The corner stone of this visible edifice is M'shiha, the true stone. 

 

11. Who says that M'shiha is Madbaha Qustha (True Madbaha)? 

Mar Aprem. 

 

12. "The function of Madbaha Veil is hiding the glory of the inner tabernacle of Pardaisa 

(Paradise). It symbolises the firament or visible heaven which marks between heavenly space 

and the earthly space". Who says so? 

Mar Aprem. 

 

13. How does Mar Aprem classifies parts of the Church? 

Lowest parts for the repentant, middle for the righteous, heights for the those victorious while 

summit is reserved for Alaha's Presence. 

14. Which are the objects consecrated after the Qudasha of Madbaha with Mesh'ha? 

All things required for the Celebration of Holy Mysteries, except Mar Sleeva, Holy Swarsa, 

which includes Kasa, Pilasa, Yukna d'Maran (Icon of Our Lord), Macshanisa, M'Kablana, 

Purificators, and Lebusha d'Madbaha. 

 

15. Who calls Sleeva as the bridge to peaceful adobe/ heaven? 

Mar Isahaq of Niniveh. 

 

16. How many fundamental Rushmas are there in celebration of Mysteries? 

Nine (three times three). 

 

17. Which are the fundamental Rushmas are there in celebration of Mysteries? 

Three on the Mysteries, three on the Kahna himself and three on the congregation. 

 

18. According to Mar Narsai, by which formula does a Kahna do Rushma? 

"....is Signed......" 

 

19. According to Mar Narsai, why does a Kahna do Rushma with the formula "....is 

Signed......" and not " I Sign...."? 

Because it is not the Kahna who sings, but M'shiha himself. 

 

20. How does an East Syriac Christian signs himself with the Sign of Life Giving Sleeva of 

Our Lord? 

With the right hand,  

First on the forehead, 

Then on the middle of the chest, 

Then on the right shoulder, 

And then on the left shoulder. 
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